
When attached 
to both handles, 
the grip adapter serves 
as a simplified spring.

When attached 
to both handles, 
the grip adapter serves 
as a simplified spring.

When attached 
to one handle, 
the grip adapter 
serves as a grip.

When attached 
to one handle, 
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Introduction of set product
Heavy-duty nippers
Long-nose pliers 

Angled tip long-nose pliers
Long-nose pliers with vertically angled tip

Stainless steel long-nose pliers 

Heavy-duty nippers
Long-nose pliers 

Angled tip long-nose pliers
Long-nose pliers with vertically angled tip

Stainless steel long-nose pliers 
*The color of the grip adapter included in the set product is black. 

How to use 
the product
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Reliable
 “Japanese quality”
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・Long-nose pliers with vertically angled tip 
　(horizontally angled tip) useful for work in tight places
・ROPROSS’ bending direction and angle (30°) 
　make work easy even in tight places 
　where conventional pliers cannot be laterally opened.
・The blade provides outstanding cutting performance.
・Matted grip is easy to grasp and prevents slipping.

Applicable modelsApplicable models

Cutting Stripping

Piano wire cannot be cut

*

Gripping

Bending Cutting
Piano wire cannot be cut

Gripping Cutting
Piano wire cannot be cut

Easy even in 
tight spaces

Gripping Cutting
Piano wire cannot be cut

Easy even in 
tight spaces

GrippingGripping

Bending Cutting
Piano wire cannot be cut
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Heavy-duty nippers + Grip adapter 

Stainless steel long-nose pliers + Grip adapter 

Long-nose pliers + Grip adapter 

Angled tip long-nose pliers + Grip adapter 

Long-nose pliers with vertically angled tip + Grip adapter 

 Grip adapter 

・Long-nose pliers with vertically angled tip (horizontally angled tip) 
　useful for work in tight places
・Because the tip is vertically angled 45°, the pliers can easily grasp 
　a target object even in places with limited height clearance.
・Work with recessed parts is possible since the angled tip can be 
　seen more easily than conventional long-nose pliers.
・The blade provides outstanding cutting performance.
・Matted grip is easy to grasp and prevents slipping.

・Two types of blades (with or without hole) 
　can be selected depending on usage.
・Because of the high hardness, cutting performance 
　and durability of the blades, the nippers are applicable to 
　electrical work and various other fields.
・Matted grip is easy to grasp and prevents slipping.

・Suitable for assembly, repair and disassembly work for arts 
　and crafts, precision equipment, etc.
・The tips demonstrate their durability particularly in 
　grasping and bending work. 
　The blades provide excellent cutting performance.
・Matted grip is easy to grasp and prevents slipping.
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・Spring-loaded grip helps reduce labor in continuous work.
・Equipped with jaws 
　that can pinch and turn a thin pipe, screw or nut.
・The blade provides outstanding cutting performance.
・Matted grip is easy to grasp and prevents slipping.

Introduction of standalone product

・The grip adapter can be attached to your nippers and long-nose pliers. 
　(Available size: 150 mm only)
・Serves as a grip in which you can put your fingers to enable stable work.
・Serves as a simplified spring which is useful for continuous work.

as a grip as a simplified spring

* Blade hole diameter：φ1.5,1.8

Retail/User prices

Retail/User prices

Retail/User prices

JAN Code
Retail/User prices

*The color of the single item is red

Long-nose pliers Long-nose pliers 

Nippers Nippers

・Since dimensions, weights, etc. are nominal, there possibly are changes of some numerical values.　・Listed prices do not include VAT. Please ask our distributor in case of purchases.
・The contents of this catalog are current as of March 2021.　・Specifications may be changed for improvement of the product without prior notices.

Please read the "Instruction Manual" carefully before using the listed products.IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

https://www.lobtex.co.jp/tabid/130/Default.aspx
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